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LOGLINE
A young woman struggles to survive on her own in the wake of a mysterious epidemic that
has decimated society and forced her deep into the unforgiving wilderness.

SYNOPSIS
Deep in New York’s upstate wilderness, Ann, a young woman in her late 20’s, struggles to
survive after a mysterious epidemic decimates society. On the constant brink of starvation,
Ann leads an isolated and regimented life. Haunted by memories of her past she also
battles the current bloodthirsty threat that lurks just outside of the forests borders, those
that the epidemic has infected.
When her food stores run dangerously low Ann must make the desperate journey into a
nearby town to forage for any remaining food. During one of these raids, a chance
encounter brings Olivia, a teenage girl, and her injured stepfather, Chris, into Ann’s life and
regimen of survival.
Learning that Chris and Olivia are trying to go further north, where the infection is
supposedly contained, Ann allows them stay at her wooded camp so they can prepare for
their journey. Initially reluctant to let her emotional barrier down, Ann relents as Chris’s
affable nature erases some of the pain the epidemic and her past choices have caused.
While Ann and Chris grow close, Olivia becomes bitter, feeling distanced from the man she
has depended on for both physical and emotional survival.
As an uneasy tension grows, their lives are threatened when the protective forest is
breached by the infected. Under attack, Ann is forced to confront her past and make a
decision that will irrevocably alter their collective existence and survival.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Imagine this. Starting tomorrow a mysterious flu-like virus ravages society, infecting
individuals at an alarming rate. The entire energy and communication systems go down.
You’re offline. Your radio, cell phone, internet – all dead, nothing works. You don’t know
why this is and there is no way to figure out why. There’s no information coming from
anywhere, other than what you can learn from the few uninfected people in your immediate
vicinity. Things begin to go to hell in a hand basket quickly. Food, water, and fuel resources
dwindle. The infected begin to behave strangely, almost zombielike, acting like animals,
savagely attacking anything with a pulse, eating to survive and surviving only to eat.
Violence erupts amongst those who aren’t infected. Chaos ensues.
What do you do?
Do you stay? Hunker down and cling to the hope that things will come around? Or do you
leave? Try to find a safer place, if that safer place even exists? Whether you stay or go, do
you help others or do you fend for yourself? Could you kill an infected individual, knowing

humanity lies beneath? Even if someone is not infected, is he or she a threat? Could you kill
that threat to survive?
Our film HERE ALONE exists in a world where there are endless solutions and
permutations to these questions. Our protagonist, a young woman named ANN, is alone in
the woods, running low on supplies and barely equipped to handle her environment and
circumstances. Ann, like the infected she fears, has nearly been reduced to her own
animalistic existence in order to survive. While fighting for that survival, Ann continually
faces a gnawing uncertainty about what to do and how to do it. Throughout Ann’s bleak
journey, we see her make new discoveries, meet new and unexpected threats, and learn
about how she came to be alone in this dismal environment. The circumstances of Ann’s
existence quickly and fearfully allow all of us to wonder what it would be like to be caught
up in a similar narrative of fear, confusion, and regret.
As a kid growing up in the Adirondacks, I became instantly fascinated with the postapocalyptic world while reading Nevil Shute’s ‘On The Beach’. This fascination has grown
and matured into a deep love of books like Peter Heller’s ‘The Dog Stars’ and David
Michod’s film THE ROVER. I find myself continually drawn not only to the physical
circumstances and realities of these worlds, but also to the psychological and human
consequences of these times.
For many, myself included, the woods, mountains and back roads of rural New York are a
beautiful natural environment – a place where one can go to escape the hustle and flow of
a regular routine. These idyllic settings are a sanctuary at times – visited by choice as a way
to escape and to get away – a way to have some alone time. In HERE ALONE these
woods and being alone are not choices for Ann. This naturally beautiful environment
becomes a prison. There’s no escaping to return a ‘regular life’.
As filmmakers we've been working together to make feature films for the past six
years. We came close to production two years ago on NORTH, a dramatic feature that
Rod Blackhurst and David Ebeltoft wrote with Elgin James (LITTLE BIRDS). With NORTH
we recognized that it was just as important to prove our business acumen, as it was to rely
on our creative collaborative strengths. Our work as narrative and documentary short
filmmakers showed that we could tell powerful stories that reached audiences. Yet in order
to make the leap to telling feature length narratives we recognized that we needed to build
upon our creative acumen and produce HERE ALONE ourselves, carrying it from concept
to audiences independently.
We believe that HERE ALONE builds upon our work over the past six years and shows our
understanding of how to craft an independent film, with a very low budget, that is dramatic
and expressive - even if set in a completely fictitious world.
We also believe that HERE ALONE will appeal to fans of well-crafted psychological
dramatic thrillers and elevated genre films - again showing our understanding of what it
requires to tell a simple and powerful story while at the same time respecting the
intersection of art and commerce.

CREW BIOGRAPHIES
ROD BLACKHURST | DIRECTOR, PRODUCER
Born Laurence Rhoderic Blackhurst IV, Rod may have been predisposed to a life of
adventure and storytelling. Named after his Grandfather, who sailed around the world 3
times, hung out in Batista Era Cuba, flew bombing missions in World War II, hunted big
game in Africa, shot trick contests for Remington Arms, blacksmithed, competed as a
bodybuilder, and may or may not be the inspiration for the Most Interesting Man in the
World….you’ll understand why Rod has spent his thirty five years on earth thus far directing
films, documentaries, commercials, and music videos while assembling his own collection
of unusual tales.
Raised without access to a television, the first time he viewed both RoboCop and Full Metal
Jacket, Rod spent many sleepless nights in the woods of the Adirondacks thinking he had
just witnessed the strangest documentaries of all time. After graduating with a degree in
French Literature (no joke) from Colgate University, he realized the real world didn’t care so
much about GPAs so he loaded up his station wagon and made like Lewis and Clark for
the Pacific.
Get Rod in a karaoke bar and in between performances of Blackstreet’s ‘No Diggity’ and
any Backstreet Boys song (again, no joke) he’ll probably tell you some stories about touring
for a four years with a rock band around North America and Europe, hanging out at Willie
Nelson's house in Maui, flying airplanes with Kenny G, or that time he convinced some of
the Super Troopers actors to go make a weird film in the desert. He’ll also probably tell
you about his love of John Steinbeck, Paul Auster, Wim Wenders, Roger Deakins,
backroads, diner breakfast, why atmosphere and setting are crucial to narrative filmmaking,
and why cheese makes everything delicious.
Previously Rod directed the 2012 SXSW short film WOULD YOU starring Dave Franco and
Chris Mintz-Plasse. Rod’s other films have screened at Palm Springs Int. Shorts Fest,
Starz Denver Film Festival, Vail Film Festival, Phoenix Film Festival, Woods Hole, Sidewalk,
Waterfront and Boston. Rod’s commercial work includes the visual rebranding of Airbnb in
2014 and 3 Vimeo Staff Picks, including the short ALONE TIME which was a 2013 Best of
Vimeo and one of the most viewed narrative shorts on Vimeo.com (and in Russia for some
reason).
Currently Rod is directing a feature length documentary produced by Mette Heide (TAXI TO
THE DARK SIDE, QUEEN OF VERSAILLES) and edited by Matthew Hamachek (2016
Academy Award Nominee CARTEL LAND, Academy Award Winner IF A TREE FALLS,
RACING DREAMS, MISTAKEN FOR STRANGERS). That documentary will be released in
late 2016. Rod is also developing the dramatic feature NORTH based on the short story by
Matthew Wade Jordan. Co-written with HERE ALONE and frequent collaborator David
Ebeltoft and Sundance Lab + Festival Alum Elgin James, NORTH was a 2013 finalist for a
San Francisco Film Society/KRF Grant.

DAVID EBELTOFT | WRITER, PRODUCER
Raised in a small North Dakotan farming community, David colored within the lines and
worshipped Twins centerfielder Kirby Puckett. In wanting to impress his Uncle, a VietnamVet and Jim Beam enthusiast, he read the bloody novelization of the film, Hamburger Hill
when he was 10. Shortly thereafter he began cursing. A decade later David graduated
from The Santa Fe University of Art and Design, moved to New York City, became
financially challenged and started writing.
Prior to penning and producing HERE ALONE, David co-wrote the dramatic feature
NORTH with Rod Blackhurst and writer/director Elgin James. NORTH was a finalist for the
2013 KRF Filmmaking Grant from the San Francisco Film Society and was invited to
participate in the Society’s Off The Page program. Also with Blackhurst, David executive
produced the short film NIGHT SWIM, produced the short film LIFE, co-wrote the dramatic
short ALONE TIME, and co-wrote the short documentary THE ONLY BAND IN TOWN. His
first foray into feature screenwriting, the dark comedy YOU WERE ONCE CALLED QUEEN
CITY, was awarded the Grand Prize at the Philadelphia Screenplay Festival and a Feature
Development Award in the Bluecat Screenwriting Lab Competition.
With the wonderful support of his wife Payal, and sons Kavi and Nilay, David continues to
write and has learned to color wherever he damn well pleases. He holds out hope that his
vast Kirby Puckett card collection will one day help finance a future production.
NOAH LANG | PRODUCER
Noah is an independent producer who grew up in Bedford Hills, NY where he rented the
same Blockbuster VHS copy of Ralph Bakshi's WIZARDS so many times that it stopped
working. Along with his childhood friends, they produced epically incoherent remakes of
HALLOWEEN, ENTER THE DRAGON, and SNIPER. Since then, a lot has changed.
He got his start rolling calls and reading far too many dreadful scripts in the management
and sales groups at Cinetic before moving into the finance and consulting groups working
on a slate of films such as BLING RING, FADING GIGOLO, ZIPPER, and ONLY LOVERS
LEFT ALIVE as well as numerous others that weren't so fortunate. He also facilitated the
signing of films for FilmBuff including OCCUPATION: FIGHTER, THE NAKED BRAND
and BEAUTY DAY.
Upon leaving Cinetic he was selected to participate in the inaugural Dogfish Accelerator
program - an incubator program for independent filmmakers - with his production shingle
Young Gunner Films. As a freelance producer, Noah has produced and/or worked on films
that have been distributed and broadcast worldwide with partners such as Chiller / NBC
Universal, Eagle Rock Entertainment, BOND/360, Monterey Media, Gravitas Ventures,
Netflix, and MarVista Entertainment. Festival screenings include Los Angeles Film Festival,
New Orleans, Champs Elysees, Victoria TX Independent, Napa Valley, Mendocino,
Berkshire International, New Hampshire, Tallgrass, Newport Beach, Woodstock, Calgary
International, Melbourne, San Francisco, Heartland, and numerous others.
His films include DIVERGE - a micro-budget sci-fi drama that was shot over the course of

nearly two years (and won the Top Prize at US in Progress!), BAND OF ROBBERS - a
modern day Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn fable, and the award-winning SUN BELT
EXPRESS - a film which is very likely the only comedy about undocumented immigration
out there. He has also produced branded series and campaigns for Knob Creek, OnStar,
Infiniti, The Colors Network, Dior, Applebee's, Eater.com, and Chase.
In 2015 he produced BEYOND GLORY starring his father - actor Stephen Lang (the dude
with the scars in AVATAR) - which James Cameron and Lightstorm Entertainment recently
partnered on as Executive Producers. The film is currently touring festivals nationwide.
Noah produced HERE ALONE with Rod, Trevor, and David which was an amazing, muddy,
stressful, triumphant, sweaty, and ambitious experience.
He is currently developing a whole mess of new projects because that's what he does.
Noah often has trouble saying no, enjoys cheesy gordita crunches, and is a diehard fan of
the post rock band Caspian.
TREVOR EILER | CO-PRODUCER, DESIGNER
Trevor is the person every feature film wants and needs. After graduating with a BFA from
the Milwaukee Institute of Art & Design, he started collecting many hats at a small ad
agency. His skill set includes graphic design, photography, art direction, creative direction,
web design, and comic relief. It's no wonder he showed up to the Here Alone set as an
associate producer, turned set photographer, helped build fences with the art department,
and then finally became the assistant director.
Trevor is the consummate collaborator. He currently resides in Seattle, Washington where
he goes on epic adventures with his dog, FBI Special Agent Cooper.
ADAM M cDAID | CINEMATOGRAPHER
Adam is a cinematographer based in Brooklyn, NY. Adam studied cinematography in Los
Angeles, where he earned an MFA in Cinematography from the American Film Institute.
Adam’s first love is narrative filmmaking but he has also loves shooting documentaries,
commercials, branded content and music videos. As a cinematographer, Adam’s ambition
is never to simply shoot coverage because he believes filmmaking and cinematography’s
aim should always focus on designing a visual language by which to tell a great
story. Adam’s work has screened at Sundance, the New York Film Festival, Cannes, the
Seattle International Film Festival, Slamdance and the Los Angeles Film Festival.
ERIC D. JOHNSON | COMPOSER
Eric D. Johnson is an American singer/songwriter, record producer and composer. He is
best known as the front man and sole permanent member of the long-running band Fruit
Bats, and also for his work as a multi-instrumentalist for the The Shins.
Eric entered the world of scoring films in 2010 with Max Winkler's "Ceremony," and went
on to score Sundance favorites "Our Idiot Brother," "Smashed," and "After Tiller."

He divides his time between Portland and Los Angeles, and enjoys bloody marys, baseball,
synthesizers, and the notion of a possible world peace.

CAST BIOGRAPHIES
LUCY W ALTERS | ANN
Lucy Walters is best known for her role as the trouble-making 'Holly' on Starz's hit show,
Power. She also recently wrapped up the lead of the upcoming indie film, Here Alone.
Walters first gained notoriety in Steve McQueen's critically acclaimed film Shame
starring Michael Fassbender. Her other film credits include The Brass Teapot (with Juno
Temple; Toronto Film Festival 2012), B-Side, Big Words, Bastards of Young, and Lies
I Told My Little Sister. Her television credits include guest spots on “Bones,” “The Good
Wife,” “Do No Harm,” “Rizzoli & Isles,” “Smash,” “White Collar,” “Army Wives,” and “Blue
Bloods.”
SHANE W EST | JASON
Born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Shane West found a passion for acting at an early age. He
has achieved success on both the big and small screen, receiving multiple accolades
including the Young Hollywood Superstar of Tomorrow Award, The Philadelphia Film
Festival’s Rising Star Award, a Teen Choice Award and a nomination for the Cinescape
Genre Face of the Future Award.
West can currently be seen as Capt. John Alden on WGN America's SALEM, the networks
first foray into original scripted programming. Season 3 of the popular series is currently in
production. He was last seen on The CW's NIKITA opposite Maggie Q and NBC's long
time hit ER as the atypical "Dr. Ray." He is also known for his starring role as "Eli" on the
ABC dramatic series Once and Again.
West starred as the legendary Darby Crash in the independent film What We Do Is
Secret. The biopic follows Crash, the self-destructive lead singer, and his infamous band
The Germs near the decline of the ‘80s punk scene. His role in the film garnered critical
acclaim and the surviving members of the band, Pat Smear, Don Bolles, and Lorna Doom,
were so taken with his performance, he was invited to play with them at a production party
for the film, after which Germs reformed with West as singer. The new lineup of the band
performed all over the globe, including multiple years on the Warped Tour.
He starred opposite Sean Connery in the Fox feature film, The League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen as the legendary "Tom Sawyer," a courageous, clever young street fighter who
is determined to stop the infamous super villain, "The Fantam." He was also seen starring
opposite Mandy Moore in the Warner Bros. feature A Walk to Remember, adapted from
the Nicholas Sparks novel. Other credits include Liberty Heights, A Time for Dancing, Get
Over It, Oceans 11 and Whatever It Takes.
He currently resides in Los Angeles.

ADAM DAVID THOM PSON | CHRIS
Adam is proud to be a New York based actor. Adam co-starred as Albert opposite Liam
Neeson in A WALK AMONG THE TOMBSTONES directed by acclaimed filmmaker &
screenwriter Scott Frank. Thompson can currently be seen starring in a recurring role as
Craig G in Amazon’s Golden Globe winning series, MOZART IN THE JUNGLE created by
Jason Schwartzman, Paul Weitz, Alex Timbers, and Roman Coppola. Adam is currently in
production for Noah Baumbach’s newest film that has yet to be titled.
Additionally, he has recently debuted in a number of television shows including the season
2 premiere of NBC’s hit-series THE BLACKLIST, CBS’s UNFORGETTABLE, and NBC’s
new hit drama BLINDSPOT. His voice can be heard on a number of television commercials
as well as Rockstar Games' GRAND THEFT AUTO V. Adam's independent film credits
include Sam Kretchmar's festival favorite KEEP IN TOUCH, Ben Greenblatt's UP THE
RIVER which premiered at the Sun Valley Film Festival last spring, Phil Allocco's awardwinning indie comedy THE TRUTH ABOUT LIES, and Dennis Illiadis' sci-fi thriller +1 which
was theatrically released by IFC.
Adam's feature films have premiered at Sundance, Toronto International Film Festival,
South By Southwest, Santa Barbara International Film Festival, Austin Film Festival, and
numerous others. He is proud to make his Tribeca Film Festival debut with such a beautiful
film as HERE ALONE.
Adam lives in New York City with his supportive and beautiful wife Amber and their
unbelievably adorable daughter Astor.
GINA PIERSANTI | OLIVIA
At a young age, Gina Piersanti’s mother enrolled her in a local children’s musical theatre
program fearing that Gina would never be comfortable with public speaking. The program
became Gina’s love, and in middle school her acting made the move in front of the camera
when she was cast in student films at NYU Tisch and Columbia University film schools.
Gina’s big breakout role was in her Sundance debut in the film, “It Felt Like Love,” for which
is received raved reviews for her portrayal of the role Lila. Other film credits include
“Knightsville”, “Uncertain Terms”, and “The Water Detectives.” Gina has also guest starred
on the hit FX comedy “Louie CK”.

DIRECTOR PRE-INTERVIEW
1. Is HERE ALONE a genre film or an indie drama?
Our film is a story about relatable characters existing in fantastic circumstances. So while
the film is set in a post apocalyptic landscape, with an infection lurking beyond the borders
of our protagonist’s woods, HERE ALONE is about humanity and relationships. Our main
character Ann, played by Lucy Walters, is an emotionally damaged warrior. She may not
be fully equipped to survive in the circumstances David wrote for her, but she’s doing
everything she can - because she has to. Past the daily routines we observe her struggle

with we quickly realize that this film is about loss, pain, and human connection. As a
filmmaker I’m inspired by the power of craft to convey a sense of tone and feeling - without
words. The first 30 minutes of our film are largely dialogue free but not just because Ann is
struggling to survive alone in the woods months after a strange flu like virus wiped out
society. As a filmmaker I’m inspired by directors like Denis Villeneuve, Kelly Reichardt, and
Michael Haneke who through craft can make you feel something without saying anything.
That immediate sense of loneliness, despair and dread just happens to butt up against our
elevated genre setting.
2. As a ‘zombie/infected’ genre film, what makes HERE ALONE unique?
Everyone already knows the rules of an infected apocalypse. Most people understand the
basic ‘rules’ of the genre but what makes HERE ALONE unique is that the infection David
crafted is not unlike rabies. Our infected aren’t the ‘undead’. Intentionally when our film
begins we find our main character, Ann, reduced to an existence not unlike the nature of
the threat lurking nearby. Ann needs to eat to survive and she’s running out of food. We
won’t spoil the discoveries she makes but let’s just say that there are a lot of similarities.
David Michod’s fantastic film THE ROVER is about a man who just wants to bury his dead
dog. That man soon finds himself caught up in some actions and circumstances of his
time. For us, we already know the action packed post apocalyptic films that are full of gore
and violence. Everything in HERE ALONE exists to support our main character and the
fantastic backdrop exists to push our narrative forward. The infected apocalypse isn’t the
focus of our film. We wanted to make a film that treated the characters in this ‘elevated
genre’ as first class film characters who don’t fall prey to tropes and cliches, and have real
world relatable problems and emotions. While the slow pace of the film has been called
‘European’, a comparison we eagerly embrace as David’s script was inspired by Nordic
Twilight films such as LET THE RIGHT ONE IN, we know the film won’t be for everyone. At
the 2016 Tribeca film festivals many people came expecting a film they’d already seen - but
left the theatre completely caught up in the humanity and emotional struggles of our
characters.
3. Why should someone see HERE ALONE?
Besides the gripping and unique genre-indie drama straddling tale I hinted to above, we
were the David amongst the Goliaths at the 2016 Tribeca Film Festival and yet our 3
screenings sold out in under an hour. Aren’t you curious about the underdogs?
4. What are you working on now?
I’m directing a feature length documentary produced by Mette Heide (Academy Award
Winning TAXI TO THE DARK SIDE, QUEEN OF VERSAILLES). This film, which is currently
in postproduction, edited by Matthew Hamachek (Academy Award Nominated CARTEL
LAND, IF A TREE FALLS) will be released later this year.
As a team we’re developing the dramatic film NORTH. I wrote the film with David Ebeltoft
and Elgin James (LITTLE BIRDS, Sundance). NORTH is about a middle-aged man
recently released from prison who decides to break parole and bicycle up the California
coast to figure out what it means to be free. NORTH was a 2013 finalist for a San

Francisco Film Society/KRF Grant. HERE ALONE was our training ground to make NORTH
and after proving that as industry outsiders we could realize an independent film on our
own, our determination as filmmakers has never been stronger or more resolved.
I’m also waiting for a phone call to direct the feature film adaptation of Peter Heller’s book
THE DOG STARS.

TALKING POINTS & CONVERSATION STARTERS
1. HERE ALONE features a woman on screen 95% of the time.
2. HERE ALONE passes the Bechdel Test several times over.
3. We are truly independent filmmakers - no agents, no managers, nothing.
4. We self produced HERE ALONE after trying for 5+ years to find producers to make two
other feature films.
5. We shot HERE ALONE where David lives in Corning, NY.
6. We cast HERE ALONE ourselves - finding both of our female leads, Lucy Walters and
Gina Piersanti via Twitter messages Director Rod Blackhurst wrote them.
7. We ran a successful Kickstarter campaign this past fall.
8. This is Director/Producer Rod Blackhurst and Writer/Producer David Ebeltoft’s debut
feature film.

MISC.
8. Rod and David’s 2013 short film ALONE TIME was a Vimeo Staff Pick, selected as a
Best of Vimeo 2013, and is one of the most viewed narrative short films on Vimeo ever. It’s
also big in Russia but we have no idea why.
9. Rod’s 2011 Funny or Die short film GO F*CK YOURSELF starring Dave Franco was one
of the primary elements that resulted in Dave being cast in 21 JUMP STREET. Rod’s
subsequent short film YOU’RE SO HOT PART DEUX starring Franco and Chris MintzPlassed has been viewed over 5 million times.
10. Rod and Trevor created the GRAVITY ‘HOME’ parody commercial during the 2013
Academy Awards season. The parody was featured on E!Online, the Huffington Post,
Jezebel and Gawker.
11. Rod directed the 2014 visual re-branding of Airbnb.com. The commercials he directed
are in use on the home sharing service’s website today.

PREVIOUS PRESS for HERE ALONE
‘5 Essential Tips On Making An Indie Film In Your Backyard’
NoFilmSchool.com October 25, 2015

‘7 Directing Tips From A First Time Feature Director’
NoFilmSchool.com October 28, 2015

‘Embracing the ‘No’: 5 Lessons On Fundraising For Your Low Budget Film’
NoFilmSchool.com November 2, 2015

‘Kickstart This! Support Indie Survivor Horror Thriller HERE ALONE’
Twitch Film October 22, 2015

Survivors Try To Outlast an Unknown Outbreak in Upstate New York in ‘Here
Alone’
Indiewire October 20, 2015

PREVIOUS PRESS FOR OTHER WORK
‘I’m Short, Not Stupid Presents: ‘LIFE’’
Vice March 27 2014

‘Meet the Latest SFFS/KRF Filmmaking Grant Finalists’
Filmmaker Magazine March 25, 2013

‘Dave Franco Bringing His ‘Weirdly Sexual’ Short Film to SXSW’
Entertainment Weekly March 7, 2012

COMPANY BIOGRAPHIES
Kevin Iwashina | PREFERRED CONTENT
Kevin Iwashina in the Founder & CEO of Preferred Content, a film, television and digital
sales & finance company.
Founded in January 2010, Preferred Content (PC) specializes in the sale of North American
and Worldwide distribution rights for both narrative and documentary filmed entertainment
content. Additionally, PC represents filmmakers to assemble creative and financial
elements for film, TV and digital projects.
Recent PC sales projects include I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS and Rodney Ascher's
THE NIGHTMARE which both premiered at the 2015 Sundance Film Festival, the 2015
SXSW documentary ROLLING PAPERS and narrative feature THE DIABOLICAL and THE
OTHER ONE: THE LONG, STRANGE TRIP OF BOB WIER acquired worldwide by Netflix as
an Original Documentary. PC also produced and handled worldwide sales on the hit
documentary JIRO DREAMS OF SUSHI released by Magnolia.

Iwashina holds a B.A. in English Literature with minor in French Language and Culture from
U.C.L.A. He is active in the non-profit sector and serves as the Chairman of the Board of
the Coalition of Asian Pacifics in Entertainment (CAPE) and is a member of the Board of
Directors of the International Documentary Association (IDA). He began his career in the
mailroom at the United Talent Agency (UTA).
Marc Bortz | PREFERRED CONTENT
Marc Bortz is the Director of Fiction Content at Preferred Content (PC) where he has
worked since December 2012. Bortz is responsible for packaging and producing PC’s
narrative feature slate. Additionally, Bortz is involved in selling PC’s narrative features to
leading global and domestic distributors. Bortz started his tenure at PCt working directly for
its Founder and CEO, Kevin Iwashina. Previous experience in the field includes time spent
at ICM Partners, and Marc Platt Productions. Bortz graduated Magna Cum Laude from The
Wharton School at The University of Pennsylvania and is originally from Potomac Maryland.

LOLA’S PRODUCTIONS
Lola's Productions was founded in 2008 by producer Arun Kumar to develop and produce
feature film, television, digital media, and branded entertainment. The company
has subsequently produced a number of feature films, commercial campaigns for clients
such as NEW YORK LIFE, TATA TELECOM and AT&T, and several television shows for
the Viacom subsidiary The Colors Network. The company launched it's first independent
film SUN BELT EXPRESS starring Tate Donovan and Rachael Harris from writer /
director Evan Wolf Buxbaum in 2014. The film swept the Chelsea Film Festival and took
further prizes at US in Progress and the Newport Beach Film Festival. The film was
domestically released by Marvista Entertainment and is currently being sold internationally.
Most recently, Lola's co-produced the dark comedic thriller BAND OF ROBBERS starring
Adam Nee, Eric Olson, Mathew Gray Gubler and Stephen Lang which Gravitas and Netflix
jointly acquired, and the independent comedy AND PUNCHING THE CLOWN starring
Henry Phillips, J.K. Simmons and Sarah Silverman which will premiere at the 2016 SXSW
Film Festival. Lola's also co-produced the dramatic thriller DESTINED directed by Qasim
Basir with Jesse Metcalfe, Jason Dohring and Cory Hardrict from acclaimed producer
Tommy Oliver (KINYARWANDA, 1982). In the summer of 2015, Lola's produced the horror
drama HERE ALONE from director Rod Blackhurst which will premiere at the 2016 Tribeca
Film Festival.
GENTILE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
Gentile Entertainment Group is the umbrella company that owns and operates a unique
portfolio of entertainment and technology branded IP. The present content portfolio
consists of well know entertainment brands live action and animation libraries, new
technology initiatives, as well as a host of content under development for motion picture,
traditional broadcast, cable, PPV, and retail distribution. John and Anthony have created
and invented some of the toy industries leading brands and products that include
Nintendo’s POWER GLOVE, DRAGON FLYZ, SKY DANCERS, and expanded the
company’s profile by producing, writing and directing more than 150 hours of animated

and live action family entertainment. They also produced NEW YORK AT THE MOVIES
hosted by Meryl Streep for A&E Network and most recently have set up their property
MICRONAUTS to develop as a feature franchise with Paramount Pictures and J.J. Abrams’
Bad Robot as part of Hasbro’s TRANSFORMERS universe. In addition to their
entertainment company they are also founders and partners in founders and principals
in 451 Media Group a full spectrum digital media entertainment network created together
with Michael Bay and Douglas Nunes to develop and exploit original IP across all platforms.

CAST
Ann
Olivia
Chris
Jason
Hailey
Male/Father
Female
Female
Mother
Female
Child
Male
Male
Woman
Male
Male
Quebec Radio Voice
English Radio Voice

Lucy Walters
Gina Piersanti
Adam David Thompson
Shane West
Ryken A. Whitfield
Abel McSurely Bradshaw
Rebecca Spiro
Holly Adams
Danielle Smith
Willow Keith
Sophia Nickerson
Jonathan Gundel
Mike Lavarnway
Mary Guzzy
Aubrey Hart
Jeffrey Rinick
Iannick Brouillette
Casper Flex

CREW
Director
Writer
Producers

Producer
Producer
Executive Producers

Rod Blackhurst
David Ebeltoft
Noah Lang
David Ebeltoft
Rod Blackhurst
Arun Kumar
Josh Murphy
Kevin Iwashina
Marc Bortz
Anthony Gentile
John Gentile
Ian Keiser
Leigh Jones
Bradley J. Ross
Brendan Walsh
Eric Schultz

Co-Executive Producers
Co-Producer

Paul & Gail Ebeltoft
Sinan Germirli
Paul Pathikal
Chris Wight
Jeff Lee
Trevor Eiler

Co Producers

Jon Lullo
Doug Zagha

Associate Producers

Ann Gilchrist
Kevin Gilchrist
Michael W. Gray

Unit Production Manager
First Assistant Director
Consulting Production Company
Production Designer
First Assistant Camera

Best Boy Grip
Best Boy
Grip
Production Sound

Noah Lang
Trevor Eiler
Relic Pictures
Rob Ebeltoft
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